Introduction

The medical rehabilitation of cerebral palsy was thought to be a global medical problem. In America for more than 60 years, many rehabilitation-training methods were applied in CP rehabilitation, but most of the children could not be cured after long-term rehabilitation training. Children with severe cerebral palsy often required a lifelong rehabilitation. In order to explore the efficacy of clearing the Governor Vessel and refreshing the mind needling to the rehabilitation of CP, from January 2005 to December 2006, we did a randomized study to compare the effect of acupuncture combined with rehabilitation training and pure rehabilitation training.

Clinical data

Selection of cases

(1) Diagnosis and classification standards were according to the 2006 national conference of cerebral palsy [1]; (2) age of 1 to 7 years old; (3) excluding progressive diseases or degenerative diseases, such as inherited metabolic disorders, and excluding neurosurgical diseases, such as brain tumors and hydrocephalus; (4) without loss of sight or nerve deafness; (5) obtained informed consent of all children’s parents to take part in the study.

Methods

200 cases were randomly divided into two groups, 100 cases in each group. Among the 100 cases in treatment group, 69 cases were male, and 31 cases were female. 66 cases were at the age of 1, 73 cases were at the age of 3, and 34 among 3 + 7, 78 cases with spastic cerebral palsy, 10 with involuntary motion, 8 with hypotonia, and 4 with ataxia. According to the Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS), 28 cases were diagnosed with mild cerebral palsy and 72 with severe cerebral palsy. Besides, 86 of the cases were accompanied with mental retardation. Skull CT or MRI examination showed that 89 of the cases were with encephalopathies of periventricular leukomalacia, leukodystrophy or the brain’s frontal and temporal lobe cortex dysplasia. In the control group, 83 cases were male and 17 female. 72 cases were at the age of...
1−3, and 28 among 3+−7, 71 cases with spastic cerebral palsy, 14
with involuntary motion, 13 with hypotonia, and 2 with ataxia. 23 cases
were diagnosed with mild cerebral palsy and 77 with severe cerebral
palsy. 79 cases were accompanied with mental retardation. Skull CT
or MRI examination show that 83 of the cases with encephalopathies
of periventricular leukomalacia, leukodystrophy or the brain’s frontal
and temporal lobe cortex dysplasia. The general situations of two
groups, such as condition and course of diseases, were not statistically
significant (P > 0.05).

Therapeutic approaches

Rehabilitation training

Physiotherapy (PT), occupational therapy (OT) and speech therapy
(ST) were mainly selected for the rehabilitation training. The Bobath
therapy was used to inhibit the abnormal posture, abnormal postural
reflex and abnormal motion pattern and to facilitate the neck righting
reflex, body righting reflex, equilibrium reaction and standing static
and dynamic balance. OT was adopted to treat upper limb movement
disorders or hand-eye coordination disorders. ST was used to treat
speech developmental retardation or dysarthria. The children were
given one-to-one rehabilitation training 1−2 hours per day, 90 days
made up a course of treatment.

Acupuncture therapy

(1) Clearing the Governor Vessel Needling: 13 points of the
Governor Vessel, Shenshu (BL 23), Taixi (KI 3), Yanglingquan (GB 34),
Zusanli (ST 36) and Sanyinjiao (SP 6), with mild reinforcing-reducing
method was applied, needles were not retained in children under 3 or
with delicate health, but for 30 minutes to those over the age of 3.

(2) Refreshing the Mind Needling: puncturing Shenting (GV 24)
toward Qianding (GV 21), puncturing Qianding (GV 21) toward Baihu
(GV 20), puncturing Baihu (GV 20) toward Naohu (GV 17) and
Sishencong (Ex-HN 1), assisted by scalp motor area, scalp foot motor
sensory area and balance area, with speech areas 1, 2 and 3 adopted
for language disorder cases. Acupuncture methods: inserting rapidly,
retaining needles for 4 hours and twirling 3 times for 1−3 minutes at
the frequency of 200 times per minute at interval.

Course of Treatment: Qod for 10 times, 30 times make up a course,
with a rest of 20 days after every 10 treatments.

The control group was only given rehabilitation training. The treatment
group was given the acupuncture combined with rehabilitation training.

Rehabilitation assessment indexes and therapeutic effect
evaluation criteria

Rehabilitation assessment indexes

(1) Indexes of Neurodevelopment: The Beijing Gesell Developmental
Scale [2] was used to evaluate the children’s development quotients
(DQ) of social adaptation, personal communication, speech, gross
motor movement and fine motor movement. The Gross Motor Function
Measure (GMFM) [3] was applied to assess the gross motor
development before and after treatment. (2) Indexes of Nerve Repair:
Skull CT/MRI was used to observe the recovery of neural structure
after the treatment.

Therapeutic effect evaluation criteria

Markedly Effective: The DQ increased by 15, total score of GMFM
increased by a standard deviation, and skull CT/MRI re-scanning
showed an improved or recovery of brain cortex dysplasia and
periventricular leukomalacia. [3]

Effective: The DQ increased by 10, total score of GMFM increased
by 10, and skull CT/MRI re-scanning showed an improvement of brain
hypogenesi;

Ineffective: The DQ increased by less than 10, and skull CT/MRI
re-scanning showed no improvement.

Statistical methods

The SPSS12.0 statistical package was adopted, with χ²±± to express
the measurement data, χ² test to compare the rates and variance analysis
to compare means in groups.

Results

Rehabilitation effect comparison between the two groups

For 100 cases in the treatment group, 39 cases were markedly
effective (39%), 48 cases were effective (48%), 13 cases were ineffective
(13%). The overall response rate was 87%. By contrast, for 100 cases
in the control group, 23 cases were markedly effective (39%), 32 cases
were effective (48%), 45 cases were ineffective (45%). The overall
response rate was 55%. The total effective rate in the treatment group
was significantly higher than the control group (χ²=12.546, P<0.001).
At 1-year follow-up for analysis of long-term effect, 8 of treatment
group and 10 of control group lost visit. In the treatment group,
47 cases were markedly effective (51.09%), 37 cases were effective
(40.21%), 8 cases were ineffective (8.7%). The overall response rate was
91.3%. The corresponding dates of control group were 18(20.00%),
21(23.33%), 51(56.67%), with overall response rate of 43.33%. The
overall response rate of treatment group was obviously higher than
treatment group (χ²=47.786, P<0.001), which showed a superiority in
long-term rehabilitation effect (Tables 1−4).

Manifestations of the skull CT/MRI after treatment

In the treatment group, 89 cases were with abnormal CT/MRI
manifestations of encephalopathies of periventricular leukomalacia,
leukodystrophy or the brain’s frontal and temporal lobe cortex dysplasia
before treatment, and of the 89 cases, 29 cases (12 with periventricular

Table 1. GMFM scores comparison of the two groups before and after treatment (±t±±)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>GMFM scores Pre-treatment</th>
<th>Post-treatment</th>
<th>Follow-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Treatment | 100 | 34.20±21.82               | 86.16±18.94*  | 93.87±17.84*#
| Control   | 100 | 39.35±12.68               | 48.84±16.85   | 56.60±14.55*# |

Note: The “*” stands for “P<0.01” when comparing with pre-treatment interior-group, and
“#” stands for “P<0.01” when comparing with post-treatment interior-group. 8 cases in
treatment group and 10 in control group lost follow-up visit.

Table 2. Gross Motor DQ comparison of the two groups before and after treatment (±t±±)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Gross Motor DQ Pre-treatment</th>
<th>Post-treatment</th>
<th>Follow-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Treatment | 100 | 35.89±14.69                | 68.89±13.76*  | 86.15±13.84*#
| Control   | 100 | 39.35±12.68                | 48.84±16.85   | 56.60±14.55*# |

Note: The “*” stands for “P<0.01” when comparing with pre-treatment interior-group, and
“#” stands for “P<0.01” when comparing with post-treatment interior-group. 8 cases in
treatment group and 10 in control group lost follow-up visit.
needing combined with rehabilitation training got better effect in both the motor improvement and cognitive improvement when compared to the pure rehabilitation training.

Report showed that needling Zusanli (ST 36) and Sanyinjiao (SP 6) could stimulate areas of postcentral gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, insular lobe, inferior parietal lobe, culmen of cerebellum and middle temporal gyrus of the brain [4]. It’s also reported that needling Zusanli (ST 36) and Futu (ST 32) could increase the average BoLD signal intensity of hypothalamus, hippocampal gyrus and frontal gyrus through fMRI; needling Yanglingquan (GB 34) could increase the average BoLD signal intensity in the occipital lobe, forehead, temporal lobe, basal ganglia and pons [5]; needling motor area in the scalp of the stroke patients could improve the local cerebral blood flow perfusion and brain function confirmed by SPECT examination [6]; needling Baihui (GV 20) and Qubin (GB 7) could elevate or reduce the glucose metabolism of the bilateral brain motor area and thus induce or excite nerve tissue of some motor-related areas, compensate or assist the impaired neural network, and improve the reconstruction of motor function [7]. Another report showed that needling Zusanli (ST 36) and Sanyinjiao (SP 6) could improve the local cerebral blood flow perfusion and brain function of 17 paralytic patients confirmed by SPECT examination [8,9]. Actually, we obtained the similar results with the above reports. The clearing the Governor Vessel and refreshing the mind Needling could accelerate the recovery of injured brain nerve and the reconstruction of brain function.

The analysis of the above statistics showed that clearing the Governor Vessel and refreshing the mind Needling combined with rehabilitation had superiority in ameliorating both the motor development and cognitive development compared to rehabilitation training alone.

Discussions

Children cerebral palsy belonged to “five retardations” in traditional Chinese medicine, which originated from congenital deficiency. Zhang Shi Yi Tong (“Zhang medical pass”) stated that the causes of “five retardations” were asthenia of parents’ essence, with a total amelioration rate of 59.55% (53/89). In contrast, of the 83 cases with abnormal CT/MRI manifestations in the control group, only 6 cases got fully recovery and 5 got improvement, with a total amelioration rate of 13.25% (11/83). The test and t-test showed that the differences inter-group were statistically significant (χ²=11.257, P<0.001), which approved that clearing the Governor Vessel and refreshing the mind Needling could accelerate the recovery of injured brain nerve and the reconstruction of brain function.

The above reports. The clearing the Governor Vessel and refreshing the mind Needling could accelerate the recovery of injured brain nerve and the reconstruction of brain function. Acupuncture therapy improved the motor function and got remarkable effect in accelerating the cognitive development. The most remarkable change was the imaging results of skull CT/MRI scanning in the treatment group, with the recovery rate of brain hypogenesis in the acupuncture group was 59.55% (53/89), which was much higher than the 13.25% (11/83) in the non-acupuncture group.

The research findings through imageology (CT/MRI) suggested that needling techniques of clearing the Governor Vessel and refreshing the mind could promote the recovery of brain nerves and brain functional reconstruction of kids with cerebral palsy, so as to enhance the motor function and cognitive ability. Cases in the acupuncture group got significant improvement in DQ of gross motor movement, fine motor movement and social adaptation after the treatment, which indicated that acupuncture therapy had multiple repair actions in treatment of cerebral palsy. It was quite possible that acupuncture therapy could accelerate the neurological cells to grow in the direction of helping the axonenuer to actualize normal integration and regulation by promoting the growth of neurological cells [10], with the benefit of that the normal axonenuere would compensate the function of impaired axoneure gradually.
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Table 3. Fine Motor DQ comparison of the two groups before and after treatment ( ±)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Gross Motor DQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-treatment</td>
<td>Post-treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>39.09±19.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>38.18±21.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-1.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The “*” stands for “P<0.01” when comparing with pre-treatment inter-group, and “#” stands for “P=0.01” when comparing with post-treatment inter-group. 8 cases in treatment group and 10 in control group lost follow-up visit.

Table 4. Social Adaptation DQ comparison of the two groups before and after treatment ( ±)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Social Adaptation DQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-treatment</td>
<td>Post-treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35.27±22.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35.35±23.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The “*” stands for “P<0.01” when compared with pre-treatment inter-group, and “#” stands for “P=0.01” when compared with post-treatment inter-group. 8 cases in treatment group and 10 in control group lost follow-up visit.

leukomalacia and leukodystrophy, 17 with cortex dysplasia) returned to normal after treatment, 24 cases got improvement, with a total amelioration rate of 59.55% (53/89). In contrast, of the 83 cases with abnormal CT/MRI manifestations in the control group, only 6 cases got fully recovery and 5 got improvement, with a total amelioration rate of 13.25% (11/83). The test and t-test showed that the differences inter-group were statistically significant (χ²=11.257, P<0.001), which approved that clearing the Governor Vessel and refreshing the mind Needling could accelerate the recovery of injured brain nerve and the reconstruction of brain function.

The analysis of the above statistics showed that clearing the Governor Vessel and refreshing the mind Needling combined with rehabilitation had superiority in ameliorating both the motor development and cognitive development compared to rehabilitation training alone.

Discussions

Children cerebral palsy belonged to “five retardations” in traditional Chinese medicine, which originated from congenital deficiency. Zhang Shi Yi Tong (“Zhang medical pass”) stated that the causes of “five retardations” were asthenia of parents’ essence, with a total amelioration rate of 59.55% (53/89). In contrast, of the 83 cases with abnormal CT/MRI manifestations in the control group, only 6 cases got fully recovery and 5 got improvement, with a total amelioration rate of 13.25% (11/83). The test and t-test showed that the differences inter-group were statistically significant (χ²=11.257, P<0.001), which approved that clearing the Governor Vessel and refreshing the mind Needling could accelerate the recovery of injured brain nerve and the reconstruction of brain function.

The analysis of the above statistics showed that clearing the Governor Vessel and refreshing the mind Needling combined with rehabilitation training got better effect in both the motor improvement and cognitive improvement when compared to the pure rehabilitation training.

Report showed that needling Zusanli (ST 36) and Sanyinjiao (SP 6) could stimulate areas of postcentral gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, insular lobe, inferior parietal lobe, culmen of cerebellum and middle temporal gyrus of the brain [4]. It’s also reported that needling Zusanli (ST 36) and Futu (ST 32) could increase the average BoLD signal intensity of hypothalamus, hippocampal gyrus and frontal gyrus through fMRI; needling Yanglingquan (GB 34) could increase the average BoLD signal intensity in the occipital lobe, forehead, temporal lobe, basal ganglia and pons [5]; needling motor area in the scalp of the stroke patients could improve the local cerebral blood flow perfusion and brain function confirmed by SPECT examination [6]; needling Baihui (GV 20) and Qubin (GB 7) could elevate or reduce the glucose metabolism of the bilateral brain motor area and thus induce or excite nerve tissue of some motor-related areas, compensate or assist the impaired neural network, and improve the reconstruction of motor function [7]. Another report showed that needling Zusanli (ST 36) and Sanyinjiao (SP 6) could improve the local cerebral blood flow perfusion and brain function of 17 paralytic patients confirmed by SPECT examination [8,9]. Actually, we obtained the similar results with the above reports. The clearing the Governor Vessel and refreshing the mind Needling could accelerate the recovery of injured brain nerve and the reconstruction of brain function. Acupuncture therapy improved the motor function and got remarkable effect in accelerating the cognitive development. The most remarkable change was the imaging results of skull CT/MRI scanning in the treatment group, with the recovery rate of brain hypogenesis in the acupuncture group was 59.55% (53/89), which was much higher than the 13.25% (11/83) in the non-acupuncture group.

The research findings through imageology (CT/MRI) suggested that needling techniques of clearing the Governor Vessel and refreshing the mind could promote the recovery of brain nerves and brain functional reconstruction of kids with cerebral palsy, so as to enhance the motor function and cognitive ability. Cases in the acupuncture group got significant improvement in DQ of gross motor movement, fine motor movement and social adaptation after the treatment, which indicated that acupuncture therapy had multiple repair actions in treatment of cerebral palsy. It was quite possible that acupuncture therapy could accelerate the neurological cells to grow in the direction of helping the axonenuere to actualize normal integration and regulation by promoting the growth of neurological cells [10], with the benefit of that the normal axonenuere would compensate the function of impaired axoneure gradually.
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